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*Updated October ‘19*
More Journals
Over 80 New Full-Text Scholarly Journals from publishers such as:

- Taylor & Francis
  - Production & Manufacturing Research
  - Ekonomski Istrazivanja
  - Development Studies Research.
- Cambridge University Press
  - Business Ethics Quarterly
- Springer Nature
  - Financial Innovation
  - Journal of Management Control
Varied content types added

**More news and magazines**
- The most important business newswires from Bloomberg and Dow Jones
- All articles in The Economist from Jan 1st 2018 now available in pdf including full color cartoons, photos, charts and tables.
- 21 new trade journals including 3 WSJ Pro publications and online content from Barron’s Online, both from Dow Jones
- 30 new magazines

**More teaching resources**
- Plunkett Corporate Benchmarking Reports: detailed company and industry benchmark reports for over 3k companies
- Easy to understand visual snapshots of the economies of 100 countries from Charting Economy

---

**ProQuest**

The basic search page gets a makeover

**Source type limiter**
The new limiter above the basic search will display the top three to four source types available within the users selected databases.

**You are searching...statement**
To better orient researchers who start their search from the basic search page, a statement will be added that tells them how many databases they are searching.

**Search tips**
To better support researchers at the point of need, thoughtfully placed help panels will provide search guidance at the point of the most need.
The basic search page gets a makeover

*Source type limiter*

The new limiter above the basic search will display the top three to four source types available within the users selected databases.
The basic search page gets a makeover

You are searching...statement

To better orient researchers who start their search from the basic search page, a statement will be added that tells them how many databases they are searching.

You are searching 15 databases containing scholarly journals, videos & audio, dissertations & theses, magazines and more...
The basic search page gets a makeover

**Search tips**

To better support researchers at the point of need, thoughtfully placed help panels will provide search guidance at the point of the most need.

- Use quotes around terms to search an exact phrase
- Adding AND between words narrows your search, OR broadens it
- View web tutorials for an introduction on using our search forms
- Search the Help documentation